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Summary:
Bhrigu Nadi is a classical technique of Bhrigu Maharishi. It is an important limbo of Vedic as
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Article Body:
In Bhrigu Nadi System, the methodology to be followed in analyzing the events are
(i) there is no concept of ascendant;
(ii) the horoscope should be drawn with Aries as No. 1 i.e. the first sign
(iii) Importance is given to the rotation of Jupiter;
(iv) Jupiter stays in each sign for a period of approximately 12 years.
Example: Jupiter in a native´s horoscope is in Aries. Therefore, for all practical purposes, w
Great importance is given to
(a) the sign in which the planet is posited
(b) the conjunction of the planets
(c) the planet which leads in conjunction in terms of its degrees;
(d) planets which are in the 12th house of a particular planet;
(e) planets which are in the next house of the sign in which a particular planet is placed; an
(f) planets which are opposite to the concerned planets. The planet will imbibe the quality of
Therefore, for each 12 years, the ascendant would be the Sign where Jupiter is placed governin
Significations of mercury
Mathematics, hand work, literature, astrology, education, maternal uncles, intelligence, intel
The various effects produced by Mercury, when posited in different houses in a horoscope are a
Mercury in the ascendant
Learned, proficiency in witchcraft and black magic, sweet talk, kind hearted, pilgrimage in th
a. If conjunct malefic or staying in malefic houses- excess of bile. If conjunct or aspected b
b. If exalted or occupying own house, Happiness from brothers.
c.If debilitated or conjunct, aspected by malefic
˘ Will go to heall after death
d. If conjunct or aspected by saturn
- Trouble in left eye. In this yoga, if conjunct with the lord of the 6th or in debilitation ˘
e. If conjunct with a benefic or occupying a favorable house.
˘ Charities, proficiency in debating and in use of arms, well- built body.
Mercury in the 2nd House
Talkative, good number of children, interest in Sastras, contented, rich, praiseworthy habits.
a. If conjunct with malefic or staying in malefic house or in debilitation
- Poor education, Rheumatic and phlegmatic diseases.
b. If conjunct or aspected by Jupiter
- Proficiency in Mathematics and Astrology, self-confident
Mercury in the 3rd House
Gain of gold in the 15th year, praiseworthy habits, financial prosperity.
a.If disposition is strong
- Brothers will prosper; acquires conveyances.
b.If disposition is weak
- Suffering to brothers, fear,complex
Mercury in the 4rd House
Courageous, broad eyes, happiness from father and mother, Knowledge, acquires money through qu
a.If conjunct venus or Jupiter
- courageous
b.If disposition is strong
- Acquires conveyances.

c.If conjunct Rahu, Ketu or Saturn
- Loss of conveyances, bereft of happiness, bitterness with relatives, uttering lies.
Mercury in the 5th House
Fear of death of uncle, well-being of mother, birth of good children, suspicious nature, intel
a.If disposition is strong
-Prosperous children
b.If disposition is weak
-loss of children
c.If mercury is debilitated
-the native will be adopting a child proficiency in chanting matras, uncharitable deeds, diplo
Mercury in the 6th House
Respect and benefits from king, obstacles in native´s education, showy and proud, influence in
a.If stationed in Aries or Scorpio
-Leprosy of blue color.
b. If conjunct Rahu or Saturn
-Rheumatic shooting pains, quarrels with distant relatives
c. If disposition is strong
-Prosperous nephews
d. If conjunct Ketu
-Acquaintance or intimacy with a widow and monetary gains through her.
Mercury in the 7th House
Happiness and well-being of mother, charitable disposition, broadminded, very good reputation.
a. If conjunct benefices
˘ Gain of conveyance and horse in the 24th year, good spouse.
b. If disposition is strong
- Only one spouse
c. If disposition is weak or stationed in malefic house, or conjunct Mars, Saturn or Rahu
- In the case of females, this will result in the loss of husband or the native herself suffer
Mercury in the 8th House
Many children, public charity in the 25th year
a. If disposition is strong
- The native will enjoy full span of life.
b. If conjunct will a malefic or debilitated or occupying the enemy´s house.
- Poor longevity
Mercury in the 9th House
Many children, highly learned in Sastras and Veda, proficiency in music, good amount of patien
Mercury in the 10th House
Good deeds, highly courageous, reputed, highly prosperous, eye diseases in the 28th year.
a. If placed in exaltation, own house or conjunct Jupiter.
˘ Religious , charitable or virtuous.
b. If combust, retrograde or conjunct malefic.
˘ Opposes religious scarifices
Mercury in the 11th House
Kind hearted, financial prosperity and birth of son in the 27th year.
a. If conjunct malefic
- Loss of money through low-class people
b.If exalted or occupying own house or conjunct benefic
˘Financial prosperity
Mercury in the 12th House
Knowledgeable, valorous in battle.
a.If conjunct malefic
- Focused mind, bitterness with highly-placed persons, including the king.
b.If conjunct benefic
- Charitable, meagree education, sickly mother.
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